Absolute excited state concentrations of OH(A), CH(A), and C2(d) were determined in three low pressure premixed methane-air flames. Two dimensional images of chemiluminescence from these states were recorded by a filtered CCD camera, processed by Abel inversion, and calibrated against Rayleigh scattering. Using a previously validated 1-D flame model with known chemistry and excited state quenching rate constants, rate constants are extracted for the reactions CH + 02 --> OH(A) + CO and C2H + O _ CH(A) + CO at flame temperatures. Variations of flame emission intensities with stoichiometry agree well with model predictions. stoichiometry are examined in this first work.
Imaging an illuminated piece of graph paper established the pixel size to be 0.0135 cm at the flame, and identified the burner center and surface in the images. Five filters were used in front of the camera: 
where the ratio of radiative lifetime to observation gate t(rad)/t(obs) = 537 ns / 50 ns, S are the respective signal levels, V(Abel) is the volume of the Abel inverted cell, N(CH*) is the number of excited state CH molecules in the cell, and N*(R) is from (1). The flame ratios of excited state concentrations are fairly well reproduced by the model results. This agreement supports the chosen chemistry and affirms the ability to predict the stoichiometry dependence of the emissions.
RESULTS

Figure 2 displays
The lean CH ratio is high for the 370-460nm glass filter result, but matches predictions for the narrow band CH(A-X) value, suggesting that some non-CH background may contribute (see also the Fig. 1 spectrum). The zero height location of the profiles derived from the images is uncertain.
Repeat runs can differ by 0.05 cm, and the average peak position is unexpectedly 0.1 cm above the model prediction.
Previous agreement of the model with CH(X) LIF peak positions/7 the OH (A) precursor, implies the model should predict the chemiluminescence peak positions well. Some data is available that places the peak of the CH* emission with respect to the CH LIF maximum in the standard flame, 32 and it gives a height of 0.60 -l-.02 cm for the maximum CH* emissivity. The nominal peak of the current CH* emission data (before inversion) is 0.72 cm. Therefore all profiles shown in Fig. 3 have been adjusted backward by 0.12 cm.
The last row of Fig. 3 shows the results for C2" in the rich and standard flames. The comparison model results -the product of C and CH concentrations -reflect one likely production reaction.
DISCUSSION
The general order of chemiluminescence peaks in these flames, for both observation and model, is OH* before C2" and then CH*. Fig. 3 and for the Lean CH* rows of Table 2 ..
The starting model predicts about 30 times too much excited CH, and the production rate constants would need to be reduced by this fraction to obtain agreement (see Fig. 3) . Analysis of the model shows that the C2H A direct calibration will refine the current preliminary values. The height profiles of Fig. 3 are also uncertain. Point measurements of emissivities and LIF as the burner height is scanned will provide greater accuracy.
Future experiments in other low pressure flames, including C2Hx fuels, will refine these rate constant values. Flames with N20 oxidizer and hydrogen flames seeded with hydrocarbons will provide the varied 0/02 ratios needed to decipher the production reaction(s) for CH*. Experiments with C-2 and C-3 fuels will extend the applicability of quantitative chemiluminescence diagnostics to higher hydrocarbon flames.
LIF quenching measurements of C2(d-a) in low pressure flames will provide the decay information needed in the mechanism to deduce excited state C2 production rate parameters from the emission data. In addition, C2(a) populations can also be determined to provide a test of the kinetics mechanism involving precursors to CH*. 
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